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EDITOR’S RANT

Last month saw the eventuality of two long-held goals in the pub
sector, although one significantly older than the other.
Following years of build-up, spurred as US-based private equity
giant KKR bought into Dixon Group, renaming it Australian Venue
Company with view to rapid widespread expansion in pursuit of an
eventual listing on the ASX, news finally materialised in March that
AVC had secured the long-mooted partnership sought by Coles to
‘exit’ pubs, and more pertinently, gaming.
The new Queensland Venue Company, taking lead from the fact
almost all of Coles’ Spirit Hotels are to be found in Queensland due
to the restrictive bottleshop ownership laws, will be the overarching
entity in charge of the broader portfolio. This deal allows AVC to
operate and build up the business of the pubs, while Liquorland
operates and reaps the benefits of the liquor store sales.
More poignantly, the surprisingly clear passage afforded by
the regulators involved lay ground for future JV arrangements,
particularly in the Sunshine State, where retail outlets must be ‘tied’
to a hotel. This eventuality is no doubt of great interest to the PRpeppered Woolworths, rumoured to be contemplating a similar exit
from its pubs exposure.
On a slightly smaller scale, industry stalwart Arthur Laundy fulfilled
a life-long dream by opening the doors at his new $45 million
greenfield brew-pub in Marsden Park.
Honoured guests joined the pub king in toasting the very largeformat Marsden Brewhouse, as Arthur also welcomed his son and
retired politician Craig Laundy back into the business.
The Australian pub industry would seem to be one of the rare
institutions in which you can observe in the upper echelons both
corporate-backed high-flying business models and the kind of
bootstraps success stories seen in the likes of the Laundys.
If pubs are the place where everyone is welcome, perhaps the game
is one where everyone can win if they want it enough.
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FEATURE
FOOD FEATURE

Delivering The Goods
With winter around the corner and punters more likely to stay home,
is food delivery one way to get them in – without getting them in?
Emma Castle investigates the pros and cons of delivery services.

There’s a good chance most of your customers will have, at some stage, downloaded –
and used – the mobile apps for UberEATS, Deliveroo or Menulog.
According to statista.com, the online food delivery segment in Australia is worth $1.3
billion, with an expected growth rate of 9.4 per cent over the next four years.
Is this a foodservice market you could get a slice of?
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How does it work?
From a business to business perspective, it’s a matter of
contacting the food delivery service you want to be affiliated
with and getting the ball rolling. You will need to sign a
contract and the support team will set you up. This includes
loading up your menu, your terms, including delivery days
and times, and your pricing.
For UberEATS, you will pay a commission of between 30 - 35
per cent of the cost of the order. This covers the delivery fee
and the marketing of your restaurant in the Uber listings. The
platform claims to have 15,000 restaurants listed.
For Deliveroo, you will pay up to a third of the cost of the
order in commission, which covers delivery and marketing.
A Deliveroo spokesperson said, “Deliveroo works with over
10,000 pubs and restaurants in Australia to suggest bespoke
menu offerings that we know will be in demand in the area,
based on Deliveroo data and insights. Account Managers are
equipped to provide this information.”
Menulog is slightly different. With this platform, you pay a 14
per cent commission, but this only covers the marketing. You
have to arrange delivery of the meals yourself.
All of these apps allow you to track the progress of the order
and update the customer if there are delays.

The most popular food delivery item
in Australia in 2018:
Guzman Y Gomez’s Grilled Chicken Burrito
It’s important to note that you are not allowed to charge more
for food that is ordered through these apps, so you may need
to factor the commission into your overall pricing model. You
are, however, allowed to impose a minimum order amount
(usually around $20 - $25).

What are the benefits?
The benefits are simple:
• access to a larger market
• opportunity to maximise your kitchen’s output
Some operators are even hiring their kitchens out to become
what’s been dubbed ‘dark kitchens’. These kitchens are being
used by a third-party operator purely for delivery orders; not
for in-house patrons. The hirer may use the kitchen during
hours when it would otherwise not be in use, in a shared
economy model.
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Most popular menu items
According to Deliveroo, the next most popular
Australian items in 2018 were:
1. The OG from Fishbowl in Sydney
2. Beer battered fries from 8 Bit in
Melbourne
3. Tommy the Chook from Boss Burger Co. in
Geelong
4. Chicken schnitzel from Schnitz in
Wollongong
5. Classic burrito from Zambrero in Adelaide
The top ten most popular items around the world
were:
1. Pad Thaï - Thaï at Home, Paris
2. Cheeseburger - Five Guys, London
3. Sushi Lovers Poke Bowl - CALI-POKE, Dubai
4. Burrito - Boojum, Dublin
5. Bubble Tea - Tenren’s Tea, Hong Kong
6. Grilled Chicken Burrito - Guzman Y Gomez,
Sydney
7. Burrito - Gonzalez & Co, Barcelona
8. Beef Burger - Tommi’s Burger Joint, Berlin
9. Poke Bowl – Temakery, Amsterdam
10. 2 Hot Wings® - KFC, Brighton
8 | April 2019 PubTIC

The main benefit of offering a food delivery service is the
opportunity to attract a new market. Someone who orders a
meal from you through a delivery service – and is impressed
– could become a regular walk-in patron. There are also
opportunities to include menus and promotional material in
the delivery bag.
A Deliveroo spokesperson said, “We have a fantastic online
tool called Marketer, which all restaurants on the Deliveroo
platform get access to. Marketer is a restaurant self-serve
marketing tool where brands can easily create their own offers
for existing and new customers.
“Creating a ‘virtual’ brand via Deliveroo can be a great tool for
trying out a new cuisine or brand that you’ve always wanted
to try, with low risk or cost. Your Deliveroo account manager
will be happy to provide more info on virtual brands, and what
might be in hot demand in your area.”
There is also a nominal benefit in capitalising on the paid
hours of your kitchen crew, especially if you are delivering
items that are easy to prep and that travel well. Things like
pasta dishes, curries and salads tend to travel well and if you
are churning out volume on menu items that are ordinarily
marked up more than 35 per cent, you will start making
money.
In terms of demand, a Deliveroo spokesperson said that
weekends are the peak time.
“The most popular order times are evenings from Friday
to Sunday, however this can vary depending on the restaurant,
location and what’s on offer. Deliveroo may be able to offer a
restaurant access to a busy business district for lunch service,
for example.”
If your kitchen is getting slammed by in-house punters and
can’t take more orders, Deliveroo says you can put a hold on
deliveries until things calm down.

FOOD FEATURE
“We offer a fully flexible service via a tablet that’s installed
directly at the restaurant. If it gets too busy, simply change
your food prep time to slow down service, or turn it off all
together. Our super smart algorithm (which we call Frank) gets
to learn your business over time, adapting to allow you to
prepare more orders, more efficiently.”

What are the risks?
The main risk comes down to how the food arrives at its
destination. The majority of complaints are around how long
it takes to show up, the temperature of the food and drinks
and, in some cases, the food not showing up at all.
All of the risk is borne by the restaurateur and refunds will
come out of their pocket, even though the app’s customer
service team will handle the complaint.
It all comes down to trust. In the case of UberEATS and
Deliveroo, it comes down to trusting the drivers.
Deliveroo says, “We have a dedicated team that looks after the
entire Deliveroo experience, from the moment a customer
places an order right through to it arriving. However, we
do understand that sometimes things might go wrong. If
this is the case, customers can use the Help function in
the Deliveroo app to speak to our customer service team
and report any issues. They can also contact us by email or
phone.”
With Menulog, you handle the deliveries yourself so the
question becomes is it worth paying 14 per cent commission
to market your product when you have to pay a delivery driver
anyway?

Want to get involved?
Deliveroo

https://restaurants.deliveroo.com/en-au/

UberEATS

https://about.ubereats.com/en_au/restaurants/faq/

Menulog

https://www.menulog.com.au/join_takeaway_section
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Using Brand Collaborations
to Reach New Customers
Perhaps even better than getting patrons to see
or engage with your venue on social media, is for
others to do it for you. PR professional Michael
Willcocks of Men At Work explains
Brand collaborations is a hot topic in broader marketing circles right now.
There’s a couple of reasons why, but mainly because all the cool brands are
doing it. Redbull and GoPro have a long-lasting partnership in which they
essential share their audiences and customers with each other, like-minded
consumers being sold to by a mecca conglomerate.
Whilst two massive global brands can make this work really well, how can we learn from it and capitalise on this marketing
discipline for the greater good of a local venue? Surprisingly, pubs have plenty of opportunity to collaborate with like-minded
brands to engage and broaden their marketing message – far beyond the traditional partnering with sporting teams or local
businesses.
A classic example was one very clever publican who recently had his entire menu re-photographed. Pretty straight forward at a
glance, but I then noticed each menu item was being paired with every neighbouring craft brewery available at the venue. Each
dish was being shot five times, for five different beverage products. The intention here was to encourage those breweries to use
the images in their social media content, which simultaneously helps to promote the venue. Pretty clever I thought.
Still on the hot topic of food there’s no question that kitchen takeovers or short-term residencies are still popular, particularly in
the inner-city venues. However, kitchen takeovers can be a lot of work and if you have a fully functioning kitchen why upset the
apple cart? I do think there is still provision to look at finding a local product or producer where you collaborate on a menu item
that they can then promote to their social media audience.
None of these ideas are expensive to execute, and leverage a low- or no-cost mutual benefit. When people who ask ‘how
do I reach a greater audience on social media’ my response is often to tell them to try and find ways to get other people or
companies posting your brand on your behalf, and brand collaborations are a great way to get this happening.
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ON THE JOB

Why we dropped the big brewers
(and lived to tell the tale)
Adam Carswell is owner-operator of devoted
Bendigo establishment the Cambrian Hotel, with
reflections on regional realities for the modern pub.
With costs going through the roof, patronage dwindling and
bureaucratic hurdles turning small business into an Olympic
sport, taking on a pub lease in regional Australia is a shaky
proposition these days.
Plenty of folk thought my younger brother and I a tad
foolhardy when we did just that in North Bendigo in
September 2013, taking on a quaint old place called the
Cambrian Hotel, established 1881.
The odds seemed further against us given the region
had witnessed a “pub on every corner” in the late 1800s,
numbering more than 430, shrink to the current level of about
thirty.
As if that wasn’t enough, local folk considered us positively
certifiable as we went on to favour mainly regional brewers
from our taps. This came to a head two years’ in when we
ditched our most popular beers – namely Carlton Draught
and Victoria Bitter – thus alienating a large chunk of the
neighbourhood.
‘What on earth were they thinking?’, you may well ask.
For one thing, we didn’t do it to seem ‘cool’. I am not a beer
snob. I’ve consumed as many VBs and pots of Draught over
the years as any other mid-40s Victorian native.
The transition began early-on when we met with Bendigo
brewers Doug Brooke and Mel Church (Brookes Beer), who’d
only recently set themselves up in an old abattoir about
five clicks from us. It was soon obvious that as well as being
enthusiastic about the region we had a fair few other things in
common. Conversation (and beers) flowed easily. It didn’t take

long before we had them on a tap.
We’ve since made many similar connections within the
‘craft’ industry, such as great mates Bruce and Tracey from
Bandicoot Brewing in Echuca, gold medallists at last year’s
Australian International Beer Awards. Salt of the earth people.
Not an ounce of pretension between them. Brilliant to work
with.
We’d also been feeling increasingly uncomfortable about the
commoditisation of beers in Australia by the big corporates;
how revenue had become the only objective and all profits
going overseas. It left a bad taste in our mouths, so to speak.
I’m passionate about the independent pub industry, and also
about supporting the little guys having a crack – and making
great beer.
But importantly, by sticking with the same old beers and
offering for decades, the humble old Cambrian was on its
way out. We couldn’t just sit on our hands, we had to try
something.
While we’ve had our critics (and still do), plenty of loyal
drinkers have no problem with what we’ve done, alongside
the scores of new punters we’ve introduced.
It’s just beer, they reckon, and we tend to agree.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
AHG 2019
The recent Australasian Hospitality & Gaming
Expo brought two days of trends and
innovation to Brisbane, as well as guest hotel
and club operators from around the country.
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The Keno Australasian Hospitality and Gaming (AHG) Expo
took place Wednesday 27 and Thursday 28 March at the
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition (BCEC), showcasing over
200 hospitality industry supplier stands under one roof.
Beyond the range of exhibitors the Expo includes ancillary
events in the lead-up and across the two days. The first day
kicked off with the TGS, MAX and eBet breakfast, and wound
up with the Treasury Wine Estates free AHG Cocktail Party
from 4 - 5.30pm, allowing guests to catch up socially with
suppliers and colleagues.
The increasingly popular Tastes area hosted a diverse mix of
artisan food, fast service-style food, and extensive kitchen and
catering supplies and equipment.
Emerging and growing drink trends were presented, including
an increased range of non-alcoholic options.
There were, of course, the latest and greatest gaming products
and hardware by all the major manufacturers, but also
interesting new concepts such as VR software and headset for
training staff in RSA and other procedures.
Dates for the 2020 AHG will be announced in coming months.

multijurisdictional releases in Australia.
“Scientific Games Australia has successfully developed
games that players love locally and, more importantly for the
company, have proven they travel well by entertaining players
globally,” says Senior Vice President Adrian Halpenny.
“To support the rollout of DualosX we are very excited to bring
back one of our most successful themes using the Monopoly
brand.”
The new cabinet is launched with seven new games, expected
to clear regulatory approvals to reach NSW venues in late
April, and Queensland and Victoria in May. The new Monopoly
Hotel Tycoon has been designed to take advantage of the big
27-inch screens.
SG Senior Vice President and chief revenue officer Bob Parente
proffers that the transition to ArgOS is “revolutionary” for the
organisation and stresses the high standard of the Australian
market.
“When I was in Australia last August it was not lost on me how
diverse the market is and also how important our Australian
team is to our overall business.
“Australian game teams have created content that has
solidified our position in Asia and given us a lot of traction in
the US.”

IGT’s reinvigorated local strategy continues with its latest
game innovations, as seen in the key product launch of
Bubble Blast at this year’s AHG, and current performance
figures in hotels.
Bubble Blast features IGT’s ‘Waterfall’ game play, with giant
bubbles for instant wins and prize multipliers. Players choose
from multiple denominations, and operators can choose from
a variety of jackpot and RTP options.

GAMING GOODNESS
Spurred by a highly competitive marketplace, Scientific Games
Corporation (SG) unveiled its latest cabinet for the Australian
gaming market, the DualosX.
This is the second generation Dualos, building on successes of
the original, launched in 2015. DualosX features larger higherdefinition screens, an LCD iDeck that combines dynamic
full colour display with mechanical play button, and a faster
processor.
The launch also heralds a new company-wide game
development platform named ArgOS, which enables Scientific
Games to achieve operational efficiencies from content,
improving rollout across hardware platforms and helping align

“This year’s AHG brings together all the unique innovations
we’ve been driving into the ANZ market in the last two years
through our increased investment,” offers Nigel Turner,
IGT head of marketing. “All our products are designed with
flexibility, player entertainment and revenues in mind.”
Multistar Hot Diamonds reports strong performance (1.58x
state average) in NSW hotels, and has recently been released
in other jurisdictions. It builds on the success of Dazzling
Diamonds, offering a six-game multi-pack with frequent
bonus/jackpot features and scalable bonus prizes. The game
is designed to appeal to a diverse range of players, courtesy of
multiple game play experiences and denominations.
Multistar Super 3G has just been released in NSW and
Queensland, and Multistar Twin Series, with IGT legacy games
Oriental Treasures and Secret Tomb, was previewed at the
show.
April 2019 PubTIC | 13
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Turner says Multistar Hot Diamonds is performing well in
hotels because Dazzling Diamonds was popular in pubs.
“We took learnings from that and built them into this new
product. Central to its success has been bringing over the
familiar hold & spin-style feature, which players enjoy,” he
explains.
“Then we added some strong classic game play with a few
new games that we know appeal to the more pub-style player
– It’s obviously resonated with them so far.”

Working to sustain its strongholds in hotels, Aristocrat led its
AHG presentation with a new machine – the Helix X, bringing
with it fresh Lightning Link games, including $1 and $2 options
‘Mine Mine Mine’, ‘Raging Bull’, ‘Fire Idol’ and ‘Dragon Riches’.

Perhaps the biggest ‘news’ in gaming out of the AHG this
year was Tabcorp’s launch of its repackaged and remodelled
gaming services business.
The refreshed identity brings together MAX, eBET, Tabcorp
Gaming Solutions and Tabcorp Field Services under a single,
revitalised brand, named MAX.
MAX aims to be a full-service partnership, providing seamless
delivery of its varied services to operators by integrating all the
gaming services businesses into one entity.
The new suite incorporates performance solutions, systems
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and connectivity, and maintenance and technical services.
Tabcorp MD Gaming Services Frank Makryllos says the new
one-stop brand is about making integration and delivery
across venues simpler and should prove advantageous for
operators.
“On the surface it’s a small change to an existing logo, but
the all-encompassing MAX brand demonstrates our scale and
scope.
“The new MAX offers a comprehensive suite of products and
services for the gaming industry with everything venues need
to optimise their business – from performance consulting to
technology solutions, through to maintenance and technical
service.”

Did you know?

The Red Brick Hotel gets its name not from the colour
of its bricks, but from the red 10-pound notes known
as ‘bricks’ used by bookies settling bets at the bar.

GREATER HOSPITALITY
Paynters is a full-scope building solutions company based in
Queensland that formed around six decades ago, now with
offices across the state. The company touts comprehensive
end-to-end design and construction project services with
a strong track record, but suggests its success has come

TRADE FEATURE
through “collaborative partnerships” that have allowed it to
“consistently exceed expectations”.
Brisbane’s Hakfoort Group has operated Woolloongabba’s
historic Red Brick Hotel since 1995, and enlisted Paynters for
a $2 million redevelopment to bring new ideas to the iconic
pub, applying a design that would make the most of the
heritage listed building’s strengths.
The venue was initially closed in 2016 to complete some
serious remedial work, leading to full-scale restoration
including liberation of the Hotel’s ochre-hued brick structure –
hidden for decades beneath a half-inch layer of render inside
and out.
The new design relocated the gaming area to the newer part
of the building, at the northern end, creating in the process
the project’s biggest challenge; demolishing the former
mezzanine level to increase ceiling height meant installation
of a new structural steel frame to provide lateral support to the
external wall.
The efforts did facilitate an atmospheric new gaming lounge,
and allowed its former location, the hallmark front ‘wedge’
of the building, with its large ornate windows that had to be
blacked out by law to prevent machines being visible, to be
transformed into an attractive dining space filled with natural
light.
Original terrazzo tiles through the hotel were polished and
restored, and the aged brickwork’s appearance is now a better
fit with the new offering’s persona.

“A key part of the design direction
was stripping back the paint
and render off the external and
internal walls of the building,
transforming the hotel from
a white painted brick hotel to
a ‘red brick’ hotel,” explains
Paynters’ Mark Shulman. “This
was designed to set the tone of
the entire dining and drinking
experience, to engage the patron
with the hotel’s unique history.”
The pub reopened in 2017 and
has gone on to enjoy strong
growth, with Hakfoort Group
reporting “everything I expected
and more” of the project.
“They demonstrated a strong understanding of the hotel
industry, and were unwavering in getting the final design
outcomes right,” says CEO Albert Hakfoort.

Reward Hospitality strives to be a hospitality operator’s onestop shop, ranging commercial quality kitchenware, food
packaging and cleaning supplies, in 6500 products from 263
brands. These are available through 12 distribution centres and
15 stores nationwide, and 65 territory managers.
It is part of global company E.CF – Europe’s largest hospitality
supplier – giving it access to the latest products and trends
from around the world.
One of the company’s appeals for Australian operators is
exclusive brands that patrons aren’t likely to see elsewhere,
due to the depth of lines from countries around the globe.

Detpak is an Australian-based innovator in products and
packaging for the foodservice industry based in sustainability.
It counts over 1000 products, including cups and cup
accessories, napkins, trays, cartons and bags. It was the first to
bring waxed wraps to the Australasian market, and created the
Ripple-Wrap hot cup, and sustainable solution the RecycleMe
coffee cup, championing recycling as the ultimate solution for
single-use packaging.
The company also boasts a reputation for quality customprinted solutions, with best-practise design and printing
services.
Formed in 1981, it expanded from Australia into Singapore,
South Asia, China, North Asia, the Middle East and South
Africa. The company now employs over 2500 people globally,
manufacturing in seven countries, with 23 sales offices.
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Mansion by the Portsea

The near century-and-a-half old Portsea Hotel has been reinvigorated
courtesy of a high-pressure grounds to rooftop makeover by national
operators Colonial Leisure Group. Clyde Mooney speaks with GM Lawrence
Dowd and project stakeholders on the seaside strategy.
The striking Portsea Hotel was built on the norther tip of
the Mornington Peninsula in 1876. More than a century of
patronage and adaptation had brought many alterations and
additions.
Colonial Leisure Group (CLG) bought the large-format Hotel
in 2000. Chris Morris’ Group has built a $300 million portfolio
of prime hospitality venues in Victoria, WA, Queensland and
most recently NSW.
After undertaking a makeover soon after purchase, the
Portsea has traded on while the surrounding property has
steadily grown in popularity and value. Recent years have
seen it somewhat “underwhelming” in its performance, as
the Peninsula has stepped up other venues and particularly
wineries.

Portsea is a ninety-minute drive from the Melbourne CBD, but
has become an extended suburb of capital. A lot more people
from affluent suburbs now have ‘retreat’ houses, expecting
a city-standard offering from local businesses, particularly
around food quality, venue presentation and service.
The market for hospitality includes the locals proper, who had
been left somewhat short of choice. The area also attracts a
lot of day-trippers, largely people visiting Melbourne.
CLG is aiming to be known to each of these sectors of
potential patrons.
“A big focus by us is to make sure people have us top of mind
when they want to have a day out. We’re a great destination

2018 saw favourable factors align and CLG undertook a major
overhaul of the historic pub, investing in the region of $6.5
million in Portsea’s potential.
“It’s one of the more high-profile pubs on the Peninsula,
and the timing was right to really rebirth it and capitalise on
its potential,” says Lawrence Dowd, CLG national general
manager.
“It was a 12-month program – from design development, to
advertising, to project completion – so very tight. We had to
be open for summer trade. That was non-negotiable, so we
had to really drive pretty hard and fast.”
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for tourists and people who want to get out of Melbourne.”
It was determined that the Hotel was to look and feel much
like a coastal mansion, in keeping with many of the opulent
homes nearby. Protected somewhat by a heritage overlay,
plans were deliberate in applying a refresh whilst not looking
like a ‘new’ venue. CLG wanted to offer guests the experience
of what it is like having a house on the cliff at Portsea.
This came to focus on a nautical theme, with a lot of timber
and earthy appeal. The design obviously worked to optimise
the value of the pub’s stunning views over Port Phillip Bay
from its vantage point on the headland, exulted by boats
moored off the rocks.
The Hotel was created in Mock Tudor style, and still retained
some of its period details internally, such as exposed beams,
and shiplap and tongue in groove internal panelling.
“We really tried to keep it classic and retain a lot of those
details, and kind of play off that with the new additions,” offers
David Dubois, who penned the new design for CLG.
“It’s such a large venue, we had to be really diligent and clever
where we spent our money and the materials that we chose.
We couldn’t really go overboard because we just didn’t have
the budget.”

The Build
From the outset Dowd worked closely with Dubois on being
“smart” on what was to be a big project on a huge pub, in a
relatively short time. The tight operation saw CLG engage

Directitude to both project manage the operation and act
as construction managers. This had them engage a builder
on management contract, while Directitude appointed and
managed all the trades on a daily basis.
A major priority, particularly given opening plans, was to
make a big deal of the new beer garden, on an elevated deck
overlooking the water. Approximately 12 kilometres of decking
was laid by skilled carpenters and joiners in an intricate
design.
“There’s multiple zones and levels, it’s sort of got pockets,”
explains Dowd. “We wanted to make sure there are no weak
points in where you’re sitting, so it’s about getting the right
plants and greenery into the space, making sure whatever
your view you have a beautiful aspect, which is important
these days.”
This area was destined to be akin to the private garden of one
of the mansions along the Portsea coastline, and a focus of
the pending summer trade. But resources spent here meant
some other parts of the Hotel would need to take a back seat
until their time came.
A primary goal of the refurb was to increase capacity at the
pub by a third, from 1500 to 2000 patrons. This crucially
involved increasing the amenities and toilets accordingly, to
be compliant.
Similarly, the kitchen had to be significantly upgraded in order
to meet the projected demands, putting out 3,000 meals per
day in the peak of summer.
Like many restoration projects, unforeseen setbacks reared

John Bertrand room
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their ugly heads. The worst of these came early in the form
of asbestos, found in the ground outside and extensively
throughout the ceiling. This brought the site to a close for
almost a month and a half, costing hundreds of thousands of
dollars to remove.
The challenge that was known even before starting was one
of materiality – making sure products used would take the
beating and exposure of the Hotel’s location. This involved
high-quality finishes that weather and patina well, looking and
feeling better with age, not worse.
Structural work in the decking used F27 bearers and all
hardwood joints, almost exhausting the supply of spotted
gum in Victoria. Packs of timber were landed early onsite to
give the material time to acclimatise to its new environment.
The concrete foundations were seriously over-engineered to
ensure longevity.
In pursuit of the ‘weathered’ look, new timber to be used in
some areas was sent off to Ballarat, to the only business able
to perform sandblasting on the wood for the finish required.
An extensive and exhaustive process saw individual cedar
shiplap panels fitted all the way around the outside of the
building.
Some of the new interior flooring is in fact recycled mixed-

species 14mm hardwood overlay. One advantage of the
recycled timber is its stability, being far less prone to distortion
after fitting.
Internally, simple pine strapping was fixed to plaster and
cement sheet walls for period detailing, with a contemporary
touch. Splashed throughout is bold paintwork, with lots of
very coastal navy blue, and lots of Portsea white, coupled with
the reclaimed and recycled timber.
Outside, the decking is littered with rendered planter boxes
and flanked by Cliffs Burger Bar, dressed in western red cedar
shingles, which are popular in the Portsea mansions area.
Directitude reports efforts were made to source sustainable
materials where possible – tying into one of the company’s
big focuses, employing green building practises. Assorted
consultants were engaged in lighting and mechanical services,
and local electricians and plumbers contracted for much
of the upgrading works, the sparkies under particular time
constraints to create the required solutions from the “ball of
string” of former wiring in the ceiling.
But steady progress on the project brought about the late
addition of more works, with renovation of half of the
accommodation rooms upstairs and installation of banquette
seating in the public bar coming late to the design.
The building is under a heritage overlay, but all external
works were intended to be in strict keeping and respectful to
the styling. When plans were first submitted to Mornington
Peninsula Council in early 2018, the typical three to six months
approval process was expected, which would give the team
time to finalise details and get mobilised. It wasn’t expected
that works would begin that year.
But Council surprised all by returning approval in rapid time,
prompting a swift decision to jump into the project right away.
The unexpected start saw Dubois Design still documenting as
construction began, put under pressure to deliver plans to the
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builders asap, while also finalising and managing the budget,
making compromises and decisions on the run.

serves as a focal point, with art sold on a commission basis as
per a gallery.

Major decisions included those around structural
modifications, needed in the gaming lounge and to create
both the kitchen and bar areas. Directutude reports the project
was “blessed with the weather”, which could have made the
job a significantly greater challenge.

“Sometimes you’ve got to give up space to create another
point of interest, so it turned into a gallery and now we’ve got
so many people wanting to show their artwork there, with
people coming in and looking at the artwork and checking out
what was otherwise going to be just another seating area,”
offers Dowd.

Conversely, the timbers selected have rapidly started to ‘grey
off’ from exposure, quickly cementing the illusion that all that
is new is not.
“We really wanted to make sure from day one that all these
additions and changes we made to the pub look like they have
always been there,” stresses Dubois. “We didn’t want it look too
mis-matched with the existing heritage properties of the pub.
All the finishes are robust and will weather appropriately and
hopefully get some good longevity.
“It’s an iconic venue and council really wanted to see it keep
going, and everything we proposed has added new life to that
venue for many more years to come.”
Directitude principle Dave Miller says it was quite a unique
project, with a number of workers staying down on the
Peninsula during the week, facilitating a lot of friendships. He
remarks that some of the best jobs are where those involved
are driven to pull together and work as a team.
“It was an enjoyable project; extremely challenging at the
time, extremely challenging with the budget.”
While the company says it has a strong repertoire of
tradespeople and typically has no issue getting workers onsite,
at the Portsea they determined it a good measure to include
some socialising, with a BBQ chef put on a couple of days, and
CLG even donating a trailer of beer at one stage.
“We had an excellent team of workers there, men and women
– one of the best groups I’ve worked with for a long time. We
had great vision and people on for the cause that didn’t mind
doing the hard yards.”

Now and Forever
The Portsea Hotel reopened in December sporting its new
dress and opportunities. Notably amongst these is an area
repurposed to showcase prominent artists. The installation

The top-level Bertram Bar is destined to become a prestige
space for the likes of premium weddings, offering stunning
water views. The area was used over summer for what
became very popular morning yoga classes, which are slated
to begin again soon.
On the lower level, Cliffs Bar is the comfortable burger space,
while the long-standing Rip Bar is pitched as the classic public
bar, set to lure guests in the cooler months to its two large
fireplaces and wide-screen TVs.
“There’s so many areas to it. People come back multiple times
and have different experiences, because there’s so many
locations to choose from. That’s the exciting part.
“We’ve a few more works to complete to finish the interior for
trade through winter … make sure it’s comfortable – more of
a 12-month-a-year pub, not something that’s just geared for
summer.”
Coming out of a strong Christmas and summer trading season
Dowd poses the wisdom of focusing on keeping patrons
coming back, while conceding CLG continues to look at new
opportunities in a highly competitive marketplace.
“It’s been a good period, but now it’s about making sure repeat
business is there – looking after and servicing the customers
that are consistent and loyal.
“There are always headwinds with pubs, in the form of
staff issues relating to employment conditions, looking
after staff; there’s lots of challenges. But there are also
opportunities: pubs turning over, new opportunities arising
from developments. You just make sure you choose the right
projects, not just go after anything.
“We’re always on the lookout and reviewing things, but I think
also focusing on what we’ve got in front of us and making
those pubs better.”
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TRENDING NEWS
Hotel industry icon Arthur Laundy fulfilled a lifelong dream in
March, hosting an invitational preview of his new $45 million
pub-brewery at Marsden Park. Honoured guests joined Arthur
and Craig Laundy for the pre-launch event at the very large
format new venue, coming just over a year since work began
at the site in the $2bn Sydney Business Park.

quintessential US east coast destination The Hamptons.
Now completing the overhaul at Ryde and an exhausting twoyear renovation at Terrigal, Gallagher says they will move on
to big plans at the Group’s flagship Union Hotel, the Hunters
Hill and a “complete overhaul” at the Chelsea.

COLES AND AVC
ANNOUNCE $200m DEAL
Coles’ Spirit Hotels finally announced its proposal with
Australian Venue Company
(AVC) for control of 87 pubs in
three states, entering an equal
incorporated joint venture with
a subsidiary of AVC to be known
as Queensland Venue Co (QVC).
QVC will hold all licences and authorities, and its board will
have ultimate oversight and responsibility for all compliance.
Guests included Minister Troy Grant, publicans, AHA
representatives, heavyweight suppliers and many key to the
construction, as well as long-time connections to Arthur,
including his wife Margaret.
The vast new western Sydney hotel boasts expansive outdoor
courtyards with giant LED screen and big children’s play area,
multiple dining spaces and casual lounges, and of course its
elegant onsite brewery, with gleaming tanks behind glass
visible from much of the hotel.
Beside major and craft brands, the new banks of taps featured
the first three brews from The Marsden Brewery, being a Lager,
Pale Ale and XPA.
Arthur told the crowd of work by many of the family, devoting
high praise and concern for his assistant and friend of 54
years, Robyn Gumbley, who is unwell.
The Marsden opened to the public Tuesday 2 April.
Hot on the heels of a portfolio shuffle, Gallagher Hotels
relaunched two of the fleet with new looks, welcoming a
resort feel into the Central Coast, and another PJs at Ryde.
The group has expanded and consolidated in recent years,
picking up Chatwood’s Chelsea Hotel, and spending on
existing interests, including a $3 million extension of the Irish
theming at the Criterion.
GHM acquired the Royal Hotel at Ryde in 2014 for around $18
million, and always considered it for transformation into one
of the group’s signature PJ Gallagher branded venues. This
came to fruition for the St Patrick’s Day weekend, bringing
authentic theming and entertainment.
Simultaneously, the Terrigal Hotel re-emerged for the
hallowed weekend sporting a fresh new look inspired by
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AVC will assume operation of the 87 hotels in the Spirit Hotels
business, 76 of which are in Queensland, while Coles will
retain operation of its 243 liquor stores in Queensland and
ten associated with venues in South Australia and Western
Australia. Each will assume relative economic costs and
benefits.
Coles has been looking to reduce or eliminate altogether
its association with hotels due to the 3,000-odd gaming
machines in the portfolio. It has previously suggested the
hotels would not be sustainable without the EGMs in place,
but did not want to lose its lucrative off-premise liquor
businesses. QVC is the work-around to Queensland laws
stipulating that liquor stores must be associated with a
(nearby) hotel. Each hotel can have up to four, including one
on-premise.
The deal concludes months of speculation, which have
centred around Queensland’s Office of Liquor & Gaming
(OLGR) giving any proposal the green light. The two entities
entered their initial proposal in October, and it’s now reported
the relevant authorities in all three states have indicated no
objection.
If and when the transaction is completed, Coles will receive
funds of approximately $200 million from AVC for its share in
QVC, which Coles cites as a book loss of circa $20 million. The
hotel portfolio made only $13 million EBIT for calendar year
2018, from $300 million in revenue, leaving strong potential
for upside by a fresh operator.
Coles may execute a share buy-back to facilitate shares for
AVC, in order to meet regulator requirements, making AVC
Coles’ largest shareholder. AVC was reportedly selected as a
partner for its “strong reputation as an operator” and the vast
access to capital of its primary backer, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts
& Co. (KKR).

TRENDING NEWS
SUNKEN MONKEY LEAPS OFF
VIOLENT VENUES LIST
NSW REGULATORS SLAM
LICENSEES
Erina’s Sunken Monkey has climbed from the depths of the
violent venues list like a rat up a drainpipe.

The controversial NSW Liquor & Gaming Violent Venues list is
released every half-year, citing hotels that have recorded 12 or
more incidents in the previous 12 months. Big Erina pub the
Sunken Monkey found its way into Level 2 several years ago,
struggling to reduce incidents and skirting an upgrade to Level
1 status, with further restrictions and requirements.
New licensee and 20-year veteran Sean Wagstaff stepped up
to the challenge, bringing experience in the heady days of
Kings Cross (long before the lockouts), time at Byron’s tourist
mecca the Beach Hotel, and tenure under Gallagher and Short
pubs.

the Authority had ever dealt with, finding Flevotomos “not fit
or proper” to ever again hold a liquor licence, and fining him
$10,000.
After 11 convictions for licence breaches during his tenure, the
Authority reports Dollhouse has not incurred any since he was
replaced in 2017.
Coogee restaurant Little Jack Horner (LJH) licensee Brenton
McHatton is facing penalties for unauthorised operation. LJH
was a licensed restaurant with a primary service authorisation,
allowing it to sell and supply alcohol to customers without
meals, but only if its primarily business was always serving
meals.
In 2017 and 2018 patrons were observed not directed to tables,
most standing and drinking at the bar with minimal food
being served.

Working with security company SSI and digital incident
register provider AusComply, they upgraded the pub to bestpractise methodology, including ditching the paper-based
register and creating a framework for staff and management.

In March McHatton pleaded not guilty in Downing Centre
Local Court to two offences relating to selling and supplying
liquor contrary to authority, but Magistrate Susan McIntyre
found capacity to prepare and serve food was not enough
to fulfil licensing requirements. He was found guilty, issued a
conviction, fined $12,000 and ordered to pay $11,300 in legal
costs.

There was also collaboration with local authorities and
licensing, including proactive communication, even when
nothing to report.

The LJH licence has since been updated to better reflect the
actual operation of the venue. The Local Court Magistrate
decision was appealed to NSW District Court.

The pub is still a thriving operation, with 1500 patrons typically
attending nightclub events, but round 21 of the Venues will
now record the Sunken Monkey off the list, falling below the
threshold for Level 2.

CARSON & CO TAKE ON
SMITHS’ AUSTRALIAN HOTEL
The Smiths say goodbye to their thriving Australian Hotel,
ending decades of their dedicated operation as they hand the
reins to new locals Andrew Carson and family.

Glenda and Gary Smith owned and ran their stately 1909-built
Hotel overlooking main road Byron Street in Inverell for
around forty years. One of just four pubs in town, on a big
corner lot, it has traded consistently in recent years.

NSW regulators came down hard on two venues in March.
NSW Police submitted a complaint to ILGA about Potts Point
strip club Dollhouse, under Ulysses Flevotomos, detailing
serious liquor licence breaches between 2014 and 2017,
following a change to its business model from the Iguana
restaurant/nightclub. Female strippers performed on a stage
and in private rooms. Licence conditions precluded contact
between strippers and patrons.

Until the end of 2018 former Rugby and League international
Andrew Carson and wife Sarah operated the Rylstone Hotel,
440 kilometres south, where he had become president of the
business and tourism group, the local food festival, the local
liquor accord, and the chamber of commerce.
Taking the keys to the Australian freehold going concern for
circa $2 million, Carson has brought Sarah and two-year-old
daughter Harriet to Inverell, where he has the same plans to
be an active ‘local’.

CCTV footage seized by police showed numerous instances
of strippers and patrons engaging in sexual activity, and
numerous instances of both snorting cocaine in private
rooms, in some cases supplied by staff.
ILGA chair Philip Crawford said the case was one of the worst
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